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A few beautiful Magellan pictures here 

Plus galileo NIMs mosaic 

Plus VEX 1.7 micron images 

Plus venera surface image 

“Learning to love Venus on its own terms 

Venus is beautiful, varied, mysterious and dynamic” 

But difficult to explore 

Can we understand its history? 



The heavens … …now are seen to resemble a luxuriant garden, which contains the 
greatest variety of productions, in different flourishing beds; and one advantage we 
may at least reap from it is, that we can, as it were, extend the range of our 
experience to an immense duration. 

…is it not almost the same thing, whether we live successively to witness the 
germination, blooming, foliage, fecundity, fading, withering, and corruption of a 
plant, or whether a vast number of specimens, selected from every stage through 
which the plant passes in the course of its existence, be brought at once to our view?

    —William Herschel,   The Construction of the Heavens (1789)



A luxuriant garden…  !
! !… of stars.!

What grows in the galaxyʼs luxuriant garden of planets?!

William Herschel,   
The Construction of the Heavens (1789)



A luxuriant garden…  !
! !… of stars.!

What grows in the galaxyʼs luxuriant garden of planets?!

William Herschel,   
The Construction of the Heavens (1789)

Is an Earth-sized planet, an Earth-like planet? 



Comparative Planetology: Venus    vs.   Earth   

  COMMON ASSUMPTION:  

  Initial conditions were the same.   
  Divergence represents triumph of  nature over nurture. 

Venus	
 Earth	

D (km)	
 12,104	
 12,756	


M (1024  kg)	
 4.86	
 5.97	


Ve (km/s)	
 10.4	
 11.2	


P (bars)	
 92	
 1	


Ts  (K)	
 750	
 293	


H2O (kg)	
 5.9 x 1016	
 1.4 x 1021	


C (10-5 gm/gm)	
 2.67 ± 0.30*	
 4.5**	


*Assuming all Venus C in atmosphere 
**Including crust and mantle 



Radiative Processes 





Cloud Particles:  Physical Properties 



Cloud Particles:  Chemical Properties 

pH = -log[H2SO4] 



Sulfur Cycles 
•  Fast Atmospheric 

–  Photochemical production of H2SO4 

–  CO is consumed beneath the clouds 

•  Slow Atmospheric 
–  Distributes S between SO2, COS, and H2S, and 

Sn. 

•  Slow Geologic 
–  Sulfides decompose to COS and H2S. 

–  S is taken up by calcite conversion to anhydrite 
–  Anhydrite converted back to sulfides. 



Fast Atmospheric S Cycle 

CO2  CO + O 
O + SO2  SO3 
SO3 + H2O  H2SO4 

H2SO4  H2O + SO3 
SO3 + CO  SO2 + CO2 



Slow Atmospheric S Cycle 
CO2  CO + O 
3/2O2 + H2S  SO3 + H2 
3/2O2 + COS  SO3 + CO 
SO3 + H2O  H2SO4 
H2S  H2 + (1/n)Sn 
COS  CO + (1/n)Sn 

H2SO4  H2O + SO3 
SO3 + 4CO  COS + 3CO2 
H2 + SO3 + 3CO  H2S + 3CO2 
H2 + (1/n)Sn  H2S 
CO + (1/n)Sn  COS 



Geologic Sulfur Cycle 

SO2 + 1/2O2 + CaCO3  CaSO4 
+ CO2 

2CaSO4 + FeO + 2CO2  FeS2 
+ 2CaCO3 + 7/2O2 

FeS2 + 2H2O               
FeO + 2H2S + 1/2O2 

FeS2 + 2CO2              
FeO + 2COS + 1/2O2 

2H2S + 3O2  2H2O + 2SO2 

2COS + 3O2  2CO2 + 2SO2 



Surface and Atmosphere S 



Large Impacts, Steam Atmospheres, Hydrodynamic Escape 
The earliest atmospheres were mostly hot water vapor. 

The young planets existed in a swarm of impacting material.   On 
Earth and Venus (and Mars?) energy from large impacts would have 
created  steam atmospheres. (Matsui & Abe; Zahnle et al.) 

The young sun had high EUV flux -> hydrodynamic escape. 

Atmosphere expands into space, (similar to solar wind). Hydrogen 
drags along heavy atoms => escape; mass fractionation. 

 Effect is seen in noble gas isotopes.  

 For example:  20Ne escapes more easily than 22Ne,  

  This lowers 20Ne/22Ne 

 Solar ~ 13, earth ~9.8, Mars atm ~10?, Venus ~11.8 



The Faint Young Sun 
Early Earth: 

Greenhouse effect was stronger. 
Atmosphere must have evolved.   
CO2?  Biogenic CH4? 

Why wasn’t Earth frozen over? 



The Faint Young Sun and Early Venus:	


	
S ≈ 1.4 x present Earth.	


This is right on the edge of a runaway	

condition.	


Venus can have 	

warm oceans and a 	

“moist greenhouse”.	






The First Great Transition:	

Venus lost its ocean after perhaps 600 m.y.	

(Kasting, 1988)	
 (But timescale is very uncertain…)	




Venus vs. Earth.    Extreme desiccation explains:  

   735K, 90 bar CO2 atmosphere  
 No water  no carbonate precipitation.  
 Mass of mineral carbon on Earth ≈ mass of atmospheric carbon 
 on Venus.  Equilibrium pressure of CO2 with carbonates at 735 K 
 ≈ 90 bar. 

   Apparent uniform age of much of the surface. 
 Heat flow is not smooth and relatively steady like Earth’s, but  
 episodic (?) 

   Lack of Earth-style lithospheric recycling on Venus,  
 Lack of hydrated silicates  no low velocity zone at base of  
 lithosphere (?)  



(Sleep, 2000)	


A-B: Magma Ocean 

C-D: Plate tectonics 

E-F: Stagnant lid 

(Sleep, 2000)	


Tectonic style may depend on water content.	




Role of Water in Plate Tectonics 
• “Hydrolytic weakening”	

  	
Lack of water -> greater creep resistance ->thicker lithosphere.	


• Hydrated silicates -> asthenosphere	

  	
Without water, strong coupling of mantle to lithosphere.	


• Water is an essential ingredient for silicic volcanism. 	

  	
No water, no granites, no continents, no plate tectonics	


• Variable viscosity convection models 	

	
 desiccated mantle ->  more sluggish convection	


So, terrestrial-style plate tectonics is, in many ways, 	

 facilitated by water.	


No water, -> no plate tectonics?	






The Second Great Transition:  
Much of the present surface was created in a  

resurfacing epoch 700±200 m.y. ago.   

700 m.y. ago, Venus was a very 
different planet!  What were the atmosphere and 
climate like? 
Outgassing rates were much higher. 

Climate balance depends on volcanogenic 
 trace greenhouse gasses, and on the  
radiative properties of the clouds, 
 which are a volcanic byproduct. 

Bullock and Grinspoon (2001) , The recent history of climate on Venus, Icarus. 





CO2 Atmosphere-Mineral 
Equilibrium 



The Venus Climate System 



Radiative Transfer Model 

Non-grey, one-dimensiona,l two stream radiative-convective 
model of infrared radiative transfer 

Infrared emission, absorption and scattering by gases and 
aerosols in 24 atmospheric layers. 

Uses HITEMP spectral database for CO2, H2O, HDO and 
CO.  HITRAN 96 database for SO2, OCS, H2S, HCl and HF. 

Correlated-k absorption coefficients used to calculate infrared 
opacities in 68 spectral intervals from 1.7 mm to 250 mm. 

Mie theory used for treating infrared scattering by cloud 
aerosols. 

Includes infrared Rayleigh scattering due to CO2 and N2. 

Infrared fluxes calculated using the hemispheric mean 
algorithm of Toon et al. 1989. 



Venus Greenhouse 
 Sensitivity Studies 



Climate 
Evolution 

•  Radiative-
Convective Model 

•  Coupled Cloud 
Microphysics 

•  Exospheric Escape 
of H,D 

•  Volcanic Outgassing 
•  Reactions with 

Surface 



EVOLUTIONARY CLIMATE MODEL 
CONCLUSIONS :  

Bullock and Grinspoon (2001) , The recent history of climate on Venus, Icarus. 

1)  Changes in outgassing rate associated with the onset and decline of an 
epoch of rapid resurfacing can lead to changes in surface temperature 
on the order of 100 K.  

2) Sources of outgassed SO2 in the recent past (10-50 m.y.) must be 
presently supporting the clouds.  Without such a source the clouds 
would disappear as SO2 equilibrates with surface minerals.   

The clouds may be a transient phenomenon. 
Venus may have been cloud-free for much of its history!	
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SO2 variations & cloud brightenings: 
 volcanism, dynamics or?.. 
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SO2 variations & cloud brightenings: 
 volcanism, dynamics or?.. 



Globally synchronous formation of wrinkle ridged plains.  (Solomon, Bullock and Grinspoon, Science, 1999)!



SURFACE OBSERVATIONS ON VENUS THAT MAY INDICATE CLIMATE CHANGE INCLUDE: 

polygonal terrain 
Anderson and Smrekar, JGR, 1999 

ribbon terrain 
on tessera.   
Phillips & Hansen, 
Science, 1998 sinuous channels  

Kargel et al,  
Icarus, 1994 

steep sided dome rheology.  Stofan et al, JGR, 2000 



Figure 8. Mixing ratios assumed in the baseline models of Grinspoon 
and Bullock (2001) shown as a function of altitude. Dotted line shows 
SO2 mixing ratio as a function of altitude derived by Bertaux et al. (1996) 
from VEGA 1 and 2 entry probe data.!



Thermochemical equilibrium of atmospheric SO2 with Venus surface minerals.  The temperature/pressure curve for the Venus 
atmosphere is shown by the dashed line on the right, with the globally averaged surface temperature indicated by the diamond.  SO2 equilibrium with calcite is shown by the solid line on the left, SO2 equilibrium with pyrite is shown by the solid line on the right.  SO2 is 
more than two orders more abundant on Venus than required for equilibrium with calcite, but it is close to equilibrium with pyrite and 
magnetite.  However, for either of these reactions to be in equilibrium the reactants must exist at the surface.  While there are no 
unequivocal data for the existence of either of these phases, CaCO3 is a possible interpretation of the Venera XRF data for Ca.  FeS2 has 
been shown in laboratory experiments to have a lifetime of ~100 days at Venus surface conditions (Fegley et al. 1995), so it is unlikely to 
exist for geologically relevant timescales. 



Did Venus experience one great transition or two?!

1) Loss of Oceans.  Kasting (1988)   (Timing unconstrained.)         !

2) Global decline in resurfacing rate.!

IF the lifetime of the moist greenhouse is ≈ 2 G.Y., geological and  	

atmospheric evolution may tell a consistent and unified story…	




History of Venus:  A Unified Scenario!

•  ≈ 2 -3 Gya (???) Loss of surface water, subduction of hydrated sediments ceases. 
•  Mantle becomes desiccated. 
•  Lack of water makes lithosphere thicker & more difficult to break. 
•  Loss of asthenosphere -> lithosphere is tightly coupled to mantle. 
•  Crustal recycling is inhibited. 
•  ≈ 1 Gy Plate tectonics ceases, Venus becomes a “1 plate planet” 
•  ≈ 700 My, global resurfacing rate declines precipitously. 
•  700 My to present: localized volcanism and tectonism, conductive heat release, 

production population of craters. 

–  Tessera are remnants of more vigorous past tectonics. (continents?) 
–  Plains record “global resurfacing”, or at least an epoch of much higher 

resurfacing rates that ended “suddenly” enough to allow very few craters 
modified by plains volcanism. 

–  Venus may have been a habitable planet (with an oxygenated atmosphere?) for 
much of Solar System history! 



≈ 2 - 4 Gya (???) Loss of surface water, subduction of hydrated sediments ceases. 
Mantle becomes desiccated. 
Lack of water makes lithosphere thicker & more difficult to break. 
Loss of asthenosphere -> lithosphere is tightly coupled to mantle. 
Crustal recycling is inhibited. 
≈ 1 Gy Plate tectonics ceases, Venus becomes a “1 plate planet” 
≈ 700 My, global resurfacing rate declines precipitously. 
700 My to present: localized volcanism and tectonism, conductive heat release, production population of 
craters. 

History of Venus:  A Unified Scenario Surface minerals 



≈ 2 - 4 Gya (???) Loss of surface water, subduction of hydrated sediments ceases. 
Mantle becomes desiccated. 
Lack of water makes lithosphere thicker & more difficult to break. 
Loss of asthenosphere -> lithosphere is tightly coupled to mantle. 
Crustal recycling is inhibited. 
≈ 1 Gy Plate tectonics ceases, Venus becomes a “1 plate planet” 
≈ 700 My, global resurfacing rate declines precipitously. 
700 My to present: localized volcanism and tectonism, conductive heat release, production population of 
craters. 

History of Venus:  A Unified Scenario 

Venus may have been a habitable planet (with an oxygenated atmosphere?) 
for much of Solar System history! 

Surface minerals 



(D/H)VENUS = 120 ± 40 x (D/H)EARTH  	

	
 	
 	
 	
	


(Bezard et al, 2007)	




Fractionating Escape: 



Presently, the problem is underdetermined. 

Improved measurements of D/H, constraints on escape flux and 
fractionation factor will allow us to rule out many interpretations of D/H 
and allow more definitive derivations of history of water. 



HDO/H2O ratio from SOIR 
High northern latitudes 

!could result from:!

(1)  preferential destruction of 
H2O relative to HDO, 
perhaps from photolysis-
induced isotopic 
fractionation (PHIFE), !
!(Liang and Yung, 2008)!

(2) !preferential escape of H 
relative to D, which 
enhances the abundance of 
HDO!

The averaged isotopic HDO/H2O 
ratio equals 240±25 times the 
ratio in the Earthʼ ocean!

≈ 2 x bulk atmosphere value.!

Solving this problem will depend on understanding 
global dynamics and photochemistry.!
Not a simple problem.!
Future Venus Express observations that can help:!
Lattitude distribution of HDO/H2O (and SZA?)!



ASPERA!
Escape of H+ occurs mostly through the 
plasma wake. With a flux of  7.1 x 1024  
s-1 . (Federov, Barabash et al. 2008)!

column escape flux of 1.5 x 106 cm-2 s-1!

Does this represent the time 
averaged Hydrogen escape flux? 
(Escape of neutrals?  Low energies?  
Solar cycle variations?) 

An order of magnitude lower than 
fluxes commonly assumed in 
evolutionary models! 

If in steady state with outgassing from post-plains volcanism, 
Implies that magmas are very dry!  ≈ 5 ppm by mass. 
(2 orders of magnitude drier than driest terrestrial magmas!) 

Implies TH2O ≈ 1 GY 
(roughly ≈ Tsurface!) 



Winds and 
General 

Circulation 



October 2008 DPS 62.01 52 

Determination of wind fields 
from Virtis data at 1.73 µm, 

corresponding to 50km altitude 
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Cyclostrophic wind @ 67 km 



October 2008 DPS 62.01 55 

Polar vortex dynamics 

Virtis data @5µm, 
sampling altitude  
~65km 



October 2008 DPS 62.01 56 
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Open questions: 
•  When and how was Venus resurfaced? 
•  What is the surface mineralogy and how does it effect 

atmosphere and climate? 
•  Active volcanoes today? 
•  What processes are involved in zonal super-rotation?  
•  How does the Hadley circulation work? 
•  What is the blue absorber in the clouds?  
•  Lightning?  
•  What events led to the greenhouse? 
•  What is the stability and history of climate? 
•  Did Venus have an ocean and when did it lose it?  
•  Was Venus ever conducive to life? 
•  Will future Earth resemble Venus? 


